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An internship is that opportunity when you are given the liberty to apply your knowledge into
solving practical problems of an organisation. It would be your first corporate experience, and hence
an important milestone in your professional career. It is also mandatory for students to pursue an
internship to satisfy the B.Tech course requirements.

Fortunately for the CS,IT branches there are ample opportunities available in terms of on-campus
internship recruitments. Over the past few years CS,IT companies visiting campus for full time
employee recruitment have also been hiring summer interns. This gives the companies an
opportunity to test the candidate’s ability to work in a corporate environment , working in teams
solving practical problems. It also gives the student a first hand experience of working in that
company. At the end of the internship, the company may extend a full time employment offer to the
student.

As soon as the next semester begins , you will be facing a lot of  tests and interviews . These would
primarily comprise of Competitive Programming, C Aptitude and General Aptitude questions.
Interestingly, most of the tests and interviews would be an emulation of what you would face during
the placement process.  So you can see this intern recruitment process as a prelude to placements.

There have been documents compiling the experience of students in appearing for the placement
process with various companies. Since there has been a spike in the Internship recruitments over the
past few years, we felt that it was relevant to have a similar document compiling intern recruitment
experiences with different organisations. The design of the document has been inspired by the
Placement Gyan of 2014.Perusal of this document will also help you in your company specific
preparation.

Hope this makes the internship process smooth and fun!

ALL THE BEST





JP Morgan Chase & Co.
7.54,CS

Aakash Bhardwaj

Selection Procedure

First round was the aptitude test.It consisted of 4 sections - Quant, Verbal ability, Coding, Logical
reasoning. Questions were not very tough but there were 20 questions in each section. After the
aptitude test, the shortlisted candidates had to appear for technical interview. In the technical
interview they asked very basic questions from data structures and some logical questions. After this
there was HR interview and then the results were declared.

Preparation

Geeks for Geeks

General Tips

Just don't be nervous during the test or interview. Keep urself cool and calm coz that will help you
retain whatever you have prepared. Don't mention any crappy info in your resume. Mention only
those stuffs which you actually know.

Overall Experience

The overall experience was pretty good. I really enjoyed the whole process as this was my first
interview.

Contact

aakash12ce@gmail.com



Texas Instruments
9.22,ECE

Abhinav Roy Burman

Selection Procedure

First Round: Online test with multiple choice questions based on first and second year of ECE
syllabus.   Second Round: Technical interview with high focus on RL, RC circuits and op-amps (for
analog design aspirants)  Third Round: HR interview ( Describe yourself, your hobbies, your career
preferences).

Preparation

Pay attention to RL, RC circuit questions when covered in class. Practice questions with RLC, voltage
and current sources,switches, KVL, KCL from Hayt.  To brush up on basics, do the circuits and
electronics course on edX and pay attention to all parts covering capacitors, resistors, transistors,
MOSFETs and op-amps.

General Tips

Use the summer after 4th sem to complete the bulk of your preparation. The first round has
negative marking. So, unless you can eliminate at-least one option, don't guess. Have a print out of
your resume ready before the second round is announced (even if u think there's no way you
cleared the first one). Take your time to solve questions in the technical interview. In the HR
interview, do not exhibit a desire to pursue MS; that might hurt your chances.

Overall Experience

The technical interview was over an hour long. The HR interview was a half hour long. So, yes, the
process was tiring. But in-case you get an offer letter at the end, it's well worth the effort. In case
you don't, it's still good preparation for the many interviews you will face soon.

Contact

aroyburman@yahoo.com



Arista Networks
9.18,CS

Abhishek Maheshwari

Selection Procedure

I - Shortlist -resume based II - telephonic interview along with collabedit tool (collabedit.com)
coding + apti + output + a bit of OS  III - telephonic interview(again on collabedit) coding + apti +
output + tricky c questions(pointers etc) + OS

Preparation

Text books. Revise data structures and algorithms.

General Tips

Be confident,concise and clear about what you speak.That is all they care about. Keep asking doubts
but do not sound silly. Explain as much as you can.

Overall Experience

Awesome...!!

Contact

abskmhswri.er@gmail.com



J P Morgan Chase
8.46,IT

Abhishek R S

Selection Procedure

First Round-Written Round Consisted of 4 sections 1st section was based on verbal ability. 2nd and
3rd sections were based on the Analytical Thinking(Aptitude) 4th section was C Aptitude  Second
Round-Technical Interview They asked basics from data-structures, algorithms, networking, and
operating-systems.  Third Round-HR Interview General HR questions

Preparation

Resources geeksforgeeks

General Tips

Be good in data-structures and algorithms. They generally ask basics in any area during the tech
interviews. So be good in basics. Keep calm during the interviews.

Overall Experience

My preparations paid off, finally rewarded.

Contact

abhi.apple4@gmail.com



Amazon
9.46,IT

Adarsh Mohata

Selection Procedure

The selection procedure consists of an online round followed by two Personal Interviews.The first
round has 20 MCQs and two coding questions. The MCQs were based on the concepts from OS, DSA,
compilers, architecture etc. The coding questions were: 1. Given an array of positive and negative
numbers, arrange them in an alternate fashion such that every positive number is followed by
negative and vice-versa maintaining the order of appearance. 2. Given a n x m matrix, print the
elements diagonal wise from top to bottom.    The first round of PI : 1. Given a number n find the
number of balanced parentheses expressions of that length.Ex: n=2 has only 1 which is (),n=4 has 2. I
gave a complex solution involving segment tree in which he pointed out the mistakes and then asked
to write a code to check if a given expression is balanced or not. 2. Tell something about LRU. What
DS will you use for it? Write pseudo code for it.(Hint : Quite simple..Use doubly LL)  The second
round of PI:  The interviewer introduced himself first and then asked me about myself. We had a
discussion on my projects. 1. Given two binary trees, write pseudo code to determine if one is a
subtree of the other. I answered it and then he modified the question to check if the other tree
elements are the subset of the elements of the first tree. (Hint: Inorder traversal) 2. Given a sorted
circular linked list which is rotated at some point,  write pseudo code to insert a new node. Ex: 8 1 2
5 7 and insert 6.

Preparation

www.geeksforgeeks.org www.carrercup.com Introduction to algorithms: CLRS

General Tips

The most important point to keep in mind is the interviewer wants to know that you are trying hard
enough to get something out of the question. It is possible that you might not get the desired result
but show them atleast you are trying. Keep on talking with the interviewer regarding the approaches
and support your points with valid explanations. If applying for a software job,needless to say,
algorithms is the main basis of interviews. Practise and implement the different important
algorithms to get a hold of this subject.

Overall Experience

The overall experience was a bit tiring as the whole day from 12:00 to 6:00 we had to be present in T
& P but after getting the result in your favor, nothing more could be expected.

Contact

amohta163@gmail.com



Fidelity Investments
7.74,CS

Aditya Hendre

Selection Procedure

First Round: general aptitude test Second round: 2 Coding Questions, moderate difficulty, written
answer Technical Interview: mostly coding problems, some OS concepts like deadlock, critical
section, data structures HR Interview: Only to test your confidence and mental profile

Preparation

course books for OS concepts and data structures Code Chef, Geeks for geeks

General Tips

Revise general concepts from basic data structures and OS No need to do any of the other subjects
Try a few competitions on online platforms Interact with the seniors and ask about experiences
personally

Overall Experience

Highly efficient process takes not more than a day Gives the chance to interact with senior managers
from the company Overall highly instructive and rewarding

Contact

adityahendre99@gmail.com



Amazon
8.91,IT

Ajith P S

Selection Procedure

First round consisted of 20 MCQ and 2 coding questions. The MCQ consisted of DSA, C-Apti, Logical,
OS related questions. 4 options and no negative marking. It was an online round. The 2 coding
questions were simple DSA questions.  Candidates were shortlisted through the marks that they get
in first round.  The second round was conducted 2-3 days later. It was a technical interview. One on
one. They tested my implementation skills, and asked questions regarding the projects that I had
mentioned in my resume.  The candidates selected for second round were immediately called for
another technical round if they had passed the second round satisfactorily. This round they tested
my DSA and logical skills. There was no coding involved. Just explaining the algorithm used.

Preparation

Complete Reference : C by Herbert Schildt http://www.geeksforgeeks.org/ Solving algorithmic
coding problems in online judges such as CodeChef, SPOJ etc.

General Tips

Know your resume very well. Write things in your resume on which you are ready to grilled. It's
better to be dressed in formal dress, although Amazon did not mind T-shirts and Jeans. Print your
resume beforehand, because the call for interviews can come at any time. Keep several copies of it.
Write neat code. Give indentations wherever required. Follow a proper coding standard. Give logical
names to variables.

Overall Experience

The first technical interview had a bit tensed atmosphere while the second interview was very
relaxed.

Contact

ajithpandel@gmail.com



Sandisk
7.5,IT

Akash S Kumar

Selection Procedure

Online screening test which consisted around 10 aptitude MCQs and 1 logic based coding question
(they had the web camera recording to make sure only one person solved the test :P). Telephonic
interview which tested DSA concepts, OOP concepts, Logic and ability to solve puzzles.

Preparation

Mostly geeks for geeks but personally feel learning and building concepts in DSA during the course is
the best bet.

General Tips

Be confident and always remember to put up the company needs you more than you need the
company attitude.

Overall Experience

Overall the interview experience with Sandisk was precise. I was happy with the telephonic interview
which was well structured and holistically tested candidates' abilities.

Contact

akashskumar@gmail.com



Samsung R&D
8.48,CS

Akshay V Bhandiwad

Selection Procedure

Firstly Cgpa cutoff was 7 , I think. First round - 60 aptitude, english., logical questions in 60 mins.
Second round - 3 coding questions in 1 hour. You have to pass the given test cases. No interviews.

Preparation

No special resources required. Just be good at logical and aptitude questions and be fast. For coding
try to pass all the test cases. The code need not be optimal.

General Tips

For interviews wear formals and say you don't know something if u don't know it. Be clear with 2nd
year basic portions. Don't lie about anything in interviews.

Overall Experience

Rewarding. But don't get impatient if u don't get the initial companies or if u go till last round and
don't get selected .

Contact

akshayvb@gmail.com



JP Morgan Chase
6.64,CSE

Anirudh Ganesh

Selection Procedure

First Round - 20 MCQs each on Quanti, Logical Reasoning, Verbal and C apti. Second Round - Tech
Interview, discussions on basic OS concepts like deadlocks, data structures, logical puzzles and
projects/internships done. Final Round - HR Round. Cliche questions, like why JP Morgan, future
plans, strengths and weaknesses.

Preparation

Heavy dinner and good sleep. Though on a serious note, you could browse through some quanti
questions online, read up on data structures done in second year from cracking the coding interview
( an hour before the interview should suffice :P)

General Tips

Honesty helps. Tell the interviewers what topics you are comfortable with and if you're not aware of
something, don't hesitate to say 'I don't know'.  A thorough knowledge of whatever you study is
essential. Lets face it, no one completely remembers whatever they mugged up in second year but if
you have understood the concepts it will help as most of the interview questions are to gauge how
you think.  A special note for low pointers, don't let your pointer define you. Learning topics/doing
projects outside your college curriculum is always helpful as it highlights you still have an urge to
learn which is something companies always look for.

Overall Experience

Brilliant.

Contact

anirudhganesh93@gmail.com



Intuit
8.95,IT

Anuj Kumar

Selection Procedure

The selection procedure was quite academic based. We had a written test in which three coding
questions were given. I think that they want more of the thinker side rather than the developer side.
They believe that if you can write your ideas on the papers which is quite quicker than you can refer
to it from somewhere and write it in code as well. Second round was a GD. All the people selected
for this round will go to third round anyways. This is just a fun round. Given a topic discuss the
solutions in which it can be solved. It is just like brain storming the topic and provide it with
solutions. Third round I had two technical interviews where I was asked with coding problems on
Linked list, and basic probles on web development, and something about algos on e commerce
website, i.e., sorting top 100 selling items. Finally, with HR( more of a kinda HR and technical both)
again some puzzles and about my project. Finally, I got selected and that was my birthday too. :) Best
Of Luck.

Preparation

geeksforgeeks for sure. For aptitutde, please refer to "How to prepare for quantitative aptitude by
Arun Sharma. brilliant.org for maths is good. codechef, hackerrank.Please do problems on these web
sites on a regular basis.

General Tips

Keep learning. Though you learn less, just make sure that you learn a good part and properly. Don't
rush through it.

Overall Experience

It was good. You will learn a lot. Don't fear, just go for it. If you are good, definitely some company
will find you and offer you the internship. Best Of Luck. Cheers to IT. :)

Contact

anashkan123@gmail.com



Amazon
9.55,Information Technology

Ashish Kedia

Selection Procedure

First Round - General Quiz (20)  + 2 coding Questions for 90 mins on Hackerrank.  Quiz was
conceptual (not Apti). OS, DBMS, Automata, DS - questions from all core concepts were asked. A few
questions on advance DS topics like n-ary trees, B+ trees were also asked. Unlike other companies,
this was not a "luck" based round. If you are clear with the basics, you will get through. 1 Coding
question was ad-hoc (Printing a matrix in some given format). The 2nd Coding Question was a bit
tricky. It can be found here - http://www.geeksforgeeks.org/rearrange-positive-and-negative-
numbers-publish/ . I could only pass 5 out of 6 test cases but I had an O(n) algorithm. They check the
questions manually and so coding style and algorithm is more important than getting solution
accepted.  23 students from CS and 7 from IT were shortlisted. 2 rounds of interview followed.  First
round was really difficult for me. I was asked about Integer Partition Algorithm. Discussion went on
for 30 mins. Next I was asked to design a data-structure that supports insertion, deletion and
querying Kth largest element. I came up with a solution based on BST. The interviewer kept on
adding new constraints until I gave up. I was also asked to code my solution on paper and take care
of all corner cases. I guess he was impressed with the effort and I was called for the second round.
Approximately 13-15 people from both branches were called for 2nd Round. The interviewer in 2nd
round was very young and cool. He gave a brief introduction about himself and then asked me about
myself. He asked me a simple question (Delete kth last node) on linked list. He then asked me to
design a parallel version of my algorithm. He kept raising the bar but I was finally able to come up
with an optimal algorithm. Next he asked me to code a few question on trees. I was able to answer
all questions successfully.

Preparation

All I did was read up a few Amazon Interview Question from geekforgeeks (At max 1-2 hours). Good
experience with DS and Algorithms certainly helped a lot.

General Tips

1. Keep a hard copy of your Resume ready. 2. There is no overnight preparation scheme. Start early.
Read questions from geekforgeeks, you will surely find common questions in interviews. 3. There
will be some luck factor and biased decision. Accept it. Be prepared to face it.

Overall Experience

Amazon visited the campus on 2nd day of placement season along with Code Nation and Morgan
Stanley (same day). Thus, the day was really tiring.  But, getting selected is obviously is great feeling
:P



Contact

ashish1294@gmail.com



Qualcomm
9.68,ECE

B S PRADYUMNA

Selection Procedure

1st Round: Common online test. About 60 questions and 60 minutes,                  Test divided into 3
parts:                  1) Technical. 2) Aptitude. 3) Programming.   2nd Round: Technical Interview.  3rd
Round: HR Interview.

Preparation

DECA Notes, Analog Electronics Notes.

General Tips

If selected to HR Round and if you want the internship, then do not reveal anything about Higher
studies. Maintain that you would do a job after BTech.

Overall Experience

Internship Selection procedure is pretty simple. On the interview day maintain composure and
answer the questions asked by interviewers in a composed manner.

Contact

pradyumnaiyer21@gmail.com



D. E. Shaw India Software
9.4,IT

Bhuvan M S

Selection Procedure

Eligibility: Above 8.5, CS and IT 1. Resume short listing: CGPA, Project and Experience based. They
short listed around 15-20 people from CS and IT, for next round. 2. Personal Interview I - Technical:
about 1 hour They short listed around 6 people from CS and IT, for next round. 3.Personal Interview
II - Technical: about 1 hour They selected 2 students from CS and IT.  Both the personal interviews
were completely technical, tested on OS, Data Structures, Algorithms, Networking, C/C++/Java (OOP)
questions.

Preparation

Proper knowledge of OS, CCN, OOP concepts, C and java questions: Academic Course Subjects were
sufficient. Data Structures and Algorithms: Coding some tricky problems, other interview questions
on Trees, Linked List on geeks for geeks was sufficient.  Other Recommended Resources that may
help: Cracking The Coding Interview by Gayle Laakmann Mcdowell Geeks Quiz Geeks For Geeks

General Tips

Have a good CGPA, and work on nice project. Summer Internship experience after 2nd year gives
good experience. All the above helps to make a Good Resume. Show your interest in their company.
Be Cool, Honest and Humble in Interviews.

Overall Experience

Challenging and Rewarding. A bit tiring because of too many questions and long interviews.

Contact

msbhuvanbhuvi@gmail.com



Amazon
8.07,CS

Deepak Kushwaha

Selection Procedure

First round is online round of 90 mins. It contains 20 objective questions related to various fields of
CS like OS, C Aptitute and Basic Mathematics. Further two rounds will be interviews of 1 hour each.
In PI they give some problem related to data structures and ask you to code. Problem can also be
from OS, Networks and logical and reasoning

Preparation

For improving data structures and algorithms I used Introduction to Algorithms by cormen and
coding at CODECHEF.

General Tips

Pay attention to others courses like Operating Systems, Data Communication besides DSA

Overall Experience

It is a good warmup before you go for actual placements. There are times when, even if you are well
prepared you won't get selected. So just hang in there.

Contact

dip.kush2008@gmail.com



D E Shaw
8.73,CS

Doshi Chintan Ketankumar

Selection Procedure

Direct shortlisting on basis of resumes with cutoff of 8.5. 15 candidates were shortlisted for
interview round 1. 6 candidates were selected for second round of interview. 2 candidates were
given an offer for an internship.

Preparation

Geeksforgeeks.org Codechef.com Os and algos from class notes

General Tips

The company is renowned for rigours interviews. First of all they ask which all subjects were covered
in your academics. And after that they start grinding you on operating systems , data
communication, networks given that you have had that course . The questions won't be easy but
they will mainly be conceptual testing your understanding of the key things. After asking enough
questions they will then go on data structures and c apti which won't be easy either .  The key thing
is to remain truthful and not to speak any random things as an answer. It will be better to say that
you don't know that particular thing. They will ask you in detail What you did in  your summer
internship if at you do any and your projects if you mention any on your resume.  The interviews go
on for 1 to 1.5 hour easily.

Overall Experience

Rewarding

Contact

chintandoshi94@gmail.com



MICROSOFT
7.14,CS

Gurvinder Singh

Selection Procedure

Microsoft Selection procedure can be divide into 4 rounds. 1.Online MCQ round (20 questions in 30
Minutes) consisting of simple puzzles and C programming questions. 2. Online round consisting of 2
coding questions ( 1 hour ) . 3. 2 coding questions ( You have to code on paper ). Take care to write
neat and well commented code with proper variable names. 4. Personal interviews ( 2-3 rounds ) .
All  tech Interviews.

Preparation

I had done competitive programming .It helped me to easily crack the coding questions.  Nothing in
specific . Just concentrate on the basics and you will get through.

General Tips

Concentrate on writing neat , well commented codes. Discuss about the question with Interviewer.
Even if you are not sure about your approach tell it to the Interviewer. Ask questions until the
question becomes clear to you.

Overall Experience

Overall, it was a wonderful experience. The interviewers were really friendly.

Contact

gurvinderbajwasingh@gmail.com



Goldman Sachs
7.58,IT

Kartik Koralla

Selection Procedure

Initially there was an online test. The questions were general c/c++ aptitude questions. Those who
passed the initial round had to face one-on-one interviews.      The number of interviews for each
person varied. I had 3 interviews, the first had a few puzzles and a few algorithmic questions. In the
second interview I mentioned I was familiar with Java, so I was asked to implement a few programs
in Java. The third interview was for the TDC profile of Operations division, here also I was asked a
puzzle and an algorithmic question, following which we talked Goldman Sachs and I asked a couple
of questions I had.

Preparation

Not much other than what we learnt in 2nd year's DSA and DAA courses was required for algorithmic
questions.

General Tips

1) Always be confident. 2) Think out loud. Whatever question you are about to answer, instead of
just blurting out the answer, explain how you approached the problem and why you reached a
particular conclusion. 3) Try to make the interview a comfortable conversation rather than a dull
Q&A session. 4) Get to know a little bit about the company beforehand, and at the end of each
interview, when they ask you if you have any questions, ask some questions about their company.
This makes them feel that you are interested in their company.

Overall Experience

The overall experience was quite enjoyable actually, the interviewers were all very amiable, so the
interviews were pretty smooth. After all the interviews were over, the interviewers and some other
Goldman Sachs guys just spent almost an hour chatting with us, so the whole thing was quite
comfortable.

Contact

k.koralla@gmail.com



J.P Morgan and Chase
7.72,IT

Kevin Sheth

Selection Procedure

There was 1 aptitude test which had 4 sections: literature, intellectual, maths, coding. They had basic
questions testing your knowledge. Then there was 1 tech interview where they test your concepts
followed by a HR interview.

Preparation

Geeksforgeeks.org mainly. Other than that just some basic knowledge about your courses should be
enough.

General Tips

Just be confident about all your answers. It helped me when I was straightforward and honest about
my answers (It could go against you too:P)

Overall Experience

Amazing feeling after you get it. Burden off you:P

Contact

kevinsheth94@gmail.com



Fidelity Investments
8.93,IT

Koduru Anusha

Selection Procedure

The selection process is the same for almost all the companies. The selection procedure for Fidelity
had a written aptitude and basic C language questions as the first round and around 40 people were
selected for the second round. The second round was a coding round for 30 minutes where two
questions were given and we were asked to write the code for the given problem statements. In
case, if you are not comfortable in writing the code, you can give a pseudo code or your approach to
solve the problem. The second round was PI where they asked to optimize the code given in
previous round, some tech questions and about the projects done. The third round was a HR round
which is basically to test your communication and confidence skills.

Preparation

Geeksforgeeks is the best source to prepare for technical interviews and I used google  and
www.indiabix.com to prepare for aptitude questions.

General Tips

Go through various topics in Data Structures thoroughly and also revise topics in Operating systems
for the interviews. Be confident and try to explain them your thoughts properly. please have a
background knowledge about the company and that helps you a lot to answer questions in the HR
round.

Overall Experience

The experience was memorable and you shall really start liking the way the interviewers take your
answers. They were really sweet and friendly. The competition is high but it is all about your
performance and confidence. Give your best and that is what they look for. ALL THE BEST!

Contact

koduruanusha005@gmail.com



Intuit
9.16,IT

Kusum Vanwani

Selection Procedure

First round was a written test to  check algorithms and coding skills. Next round was a group
activity(Design for delight) in which we were divided into groups of five .We were given a problem
statement and asked to pool in our ideas. Last round was technical interview in which I was asked
some coding questions mainly data structure,some puzzles , some web designing question,and
questions related to my projects.

Preparation

geeksforgeeks careercup coding interview questions by karumanchi

General Tips

Resume should be very specific. Include only what you know properly and be thorough with
whatever you have written in the resume. Take the projects seriously and know in and out of the
project.Keep your data structures strong.

Overall Experience

Overall it was an overwhelming experience. Although it was a three day process , it  was very
exciting specially the Design for delight round. The interviewers were very friendly and encouraging
during the interviews.

Contact

kusum0825@gmail.com



Credit Suisse
8.69,IT

Madhavi Srinivasan

Selection Procedure

There was a written aptitude test which consisted of 15 questions. These questions checked your
mathematical aptitude, logical reasoning and quantitative ability. After the written round, 30 people
were selected. The next day we had three rounds of interviews. The first round was technical
interview where they questioned me about  operating system,OOP concepts and few coding
questions, The second round was management round where we discussed about the course projects
and my previous internship.  The final round was HR, which comprised of the general "get-to-know-
you" questions, what is your biggest achievement till now, state a weakness with an example, why
credit suisse etc.

Preparation

Websites : geeksforgeeks , carrercup Books: CLRS

General Tips

Do go through the credit suisse website and do a background study on when it came into existence
and what divisions it has, Helps a lot during HR interview.

Overall Experience

Overall experience was rewarding. Even though there were three rounds of interviews, everything
went smoothly and all the interviewers were extremely friendly and nice to talk to.

Contact

madhavi94@gmail.com



Microsoft
7.65,CS

Mayank Bhura

Selection Procedure

1. Online Coding Round -Basic C apti and questions asking for output/errors of given code snippet. 1
hour. 30 questions.  2. Written coding round. 1 problem given. 1 hour. Question was: Given an
unsorted linked list, remove all its duplicates. Large memory usage allowed.  My Solution: Used
hashing to see if an element had already occured. Had to create my own hash function.  3. 3 rounds
of interview. All technical.  1st round: Given two numbers in form of linked list, add them. Eg. 1234 is
represented as 1->2->3->4. 12345=1->2->3->4->5. Adding gives: 1->3->5->7->9.  2nd round: Given
some text to download from web server, and some functions already given to you, using those
functions implement downloading of the file. Functions given: addLine(), removeLine(),
isGreaterThanPage(), nextPage(). You cannot use any other functions. Later asked to optimize the
code implemented.  Wasn't selected for 3rd round.

Preparation

1. Geeksforgeeks.org - Best website according to me. 2. Careercup.com

General Tips

Preparing for a company is a strategic move. You don't need to study each and every thing. You
won't be able to. While preparing for a company, do the following:  Technical: Look at past questions
asked by the company. Their selection procedure, rounds, type of questions asked, etc. This data is
usually constant for many companies. Microsoft is among them. Common question types: Linked
Lists, BST, Stack, Queues. More given online.  Microsoft had repeated some of its past questions for
us. So be sure to go through them. Then study from the domain of questions they usually ask.  For
online coding rounds, try to first code a basic solution. If you go directly for most optimized one, you
may waste time and may not complete it at all. Many tried, but failed in my batch. I experienced the
same in Amazon.  DO NOT LIE IN INTERVIEWS. DO NOT FAKE YOUR RESUME.

Overall Experience

Good selection procedure.

Contact

pc.mayank@gmail.com



QUALCOMM
8.94,IT

MEGHANA ASHOK

Selection Procedure

The first round was an online test. It consisted of three sections i.e General aptitude, C Aptitude and
Computer Science questions with each section having around 20 questions and given 20-25 minutes
each. The short-listed candidates had two rounds i.e - Technical and HR.

Preparation

IndiaBix is a site used for preparing for all the tests- Aptitude, C Aptitude and computer science
concepts. Books referred during the last two semesters for networks and operating systems.

General Tips

Know the basics well.

Overall Experience

Though the process started at 9.00 with PPT, the entire process ended at 7.00 in the night.Long day,
spent most of it at TnP but in the end it was rewarding.

Contact

m6gnaa@gmail.com



Goldman Sachs
8.78,IT

Nitin Jamadagni

Selection Procedure

The first round was an online test.It was mostly multiple choice questions. Half was logic and the
other half was c aptitude. The aptitude questions were pretty tough and you have to make a good
call about what to solve and what to leave.  The second round was a technical interview. They
mainly asked about the projects and internship work that I had done. Besides this there were some
questions on oops and logical puzzles.This round was pretty testing.The next round of interview was
again technical and questions were mainly regarding Java knowledge and a few puzzles.The next
round was HR which was nothing more than confirming whether I was going to join the company for
intern if given an offer.

Preparation

Check through some sites like geeksforgeeks for c apti and logic questions.Be confident about the
projects that you been and part of,you should be able to explain it any which way they ask.

General Tips

The first round was really time constraint,try only those you are confident of. If I am not wrong it
had negetive marking also.  Be frank with the interviewers, for me it helped! If you don't know
something tell them you don't know and ask them to ask questions about what you are strong in.

Overall Experience

Not so taxing,the interviewers were really cool.

Contact

nitin.jamadagni@gmail.com



Morgan Stanley
8.89,CS

Pooja M Kumar

Selection Procedure

The first round was a common written round. It consisted of 2 parts. Part A - Apti and C/C++/Java
Apti. Part B - 3 programming questions to be coded in the same language you answered Apti in. The
questions were very lengthy especially for math Apti. But coding was not easy questions and
depended on how well you thought on spot and could apply your basics. People shortlisted from this
went to interviews. There were two interviews. Tech and then HR. Tech was relatively easy. They ask
you questions based on what you know. It mostly was on DSA and OS for me. HR was moderately
grilling. The interviewer was pleasant but quick to catch anything you say and use it against you, so
beware there. The interviews lasted an average of 45 minutes for me. The written test had 45
minutes for part a and one hour for coding.

Preparation

I read up stuff online. No special preparation. But I would recommend you practice loads of math
apti. I read through books on DSA and revised everything on my resume. OOP was important here.

General Tips

DO NOT attempt the math apti first. Extremely lengthy questions which look doable but don't end. I
did it first without knowing this. I got a higher score in that section but at the risk of messing up basic
C Apti which I don't recommend.  Don't bother attempting all coding questions. Some will look very
lengthy and will take long to understand. Get one question to satisfy all cases. Watch what you say
in the interview. Explain what you are thinking. Be thorough with your basics because the person
interviewing you knows what answer he wants. Don't end up contradicting yourself in HR. Can be a
big mistake cause they will catch you there. Overall be confident. Don't lose hope if the written test
is very tough because I thought I had flunked it for sure.

Overall Experience

Interesting experience with HR. Can never forget that one. Tech was relatively easy. The people who
came for hiring were very sweet. (And they loved trolling us ^^; Pranked us right before formally
offering the internship). All in all, an interesting experience.

Contact

poojamkumar@gmail.com



Ittiam
7.97,IT

Pradnyesh Joshi

Selection Procedure

The first round is an aptitude test. The second and the final round is a Skype interview for the
students shortlisted from the first round.

Preparation

Just revised data structures, operating systems (from silberschatz) and digital design (from morris
mano) basics - as it is mainly a systems design company.

General Tips

Very simple questions are asked regarding data structures and C. So don't worry about it. Go
through basics of digital design. Refresh your OS concepts.

Overall Experience

The interviewers were very friendly and interactive. Overall it was a very good experience.

Contact

pradnyeshj94@gmail.com



Amazon
9.41,CS

Pranav Thulasiram Bhat

Selection Procedure

The GPA cutoff was 7 I think. The first round was an online programming/aptitude round. Around 30
people were chosen for the interview rounds. There were two rounds of interviews, each about 45
minutes long. They chose 9 interns in the end.

Preparation

Let us C by Yashwant Karnekar.   They did ask quite a few questions, related to Database Systems,
Operating Systems and Networks in the online round, in the form of MCQs.

General Tips

The interviewers will invariably ask you to code something on paper during the interview rounds.
They tend to favor linked list/graph theory questions.

Overall Experience

Only three rounds of interviews! Many companies demand way more.

Contact

pranavtbhat@gmail.com



Amazon
8.78,IT

Priyal Vijayvargiya

Selection Procedure

The first round was an online test which had some 30-40 (i do not remember exactly) general and c
aptitude questions and 2 coding questions. It was 90 mins long. Some 25-30 people were shortlisted
for the second round which was a technical interview round. Questions from basics of operating
systems to data structures were asked. The questions were not very tough and were meant to check
your concepts and understanding of the subject. The second round was followed by another
technical interview and on the basis of the two interviews 9 people in total were selected.

Preparation

For the coding questions geeks for geeks is the best i guess. If you finish reading it once you'll cover
almost all type of questions and you'll be i guess well prepared for the test. People suggest Narsimha
Karumanchi data structures also though i didnt use it.

General Tips

The first round had less time for the number of questions given. So a good strategy should be
adopted to utilise the time efficiently. Speed should be taken care of and if you can i would suggest
to attempt coding questions first. As for the technical rounds all they want to know is how clear are
your basics. They do not ask very tough questions but whatever they ask you should think about all
the possible end cases and answer. Even questions in operating systems were meant to check your
basic understanding of the subject both os and data structures should be pretty sound. As for me
they asked me a lot of questions on hashing. So do hashing, arrays, trees properly.

Overall Experience

The overall experience was rewarding only. It wasn't tiring or something. The interviewers were
friendly and they didn't make me feel bad or something if i answered some question wrong. They
were really patient with me. So overall it was a pleasant experience.

Contact

priyalvijayvargiya@gmail.com



Intuit

Rishab K Doshi

8.46,IT

Selection Procedure

A written round consisting of three coding questions. Expected neat and clear code, handling all
boundary conditions. Around 20 people were shortlisted after this round. This was followed by a
session of 'Design for Delight', basically a group interaction session unique to Intuit where solutions
to a problem were discussed.(More about this here
http://www.slideshare.net/stephengay/innovation-d4d-v2). This was just to get a feel of working at
Intuit. This was followed by a round of Personal Interviews, they ask you questions based on your
Resume, DSA.

Preparation

1)indiabix.com for C-Aptitude tests, 2)geeksforgeeks.org for DSA.

General Tips

1) Always keep printed copies of your Resume with you. 2) Have a good understanding of DSA and
solve problems on all the topics you come across, in order to see how the topics are applied.
3)Interviews can be draining mentally and Physically. Being calm will definitely help you. 4)At the
end of every interview your interviewer will usually ask you if you want to ask him/her
anything?.a)Never say that you have no questions,b)Never ask how the interview went?

Overall Experience

The group activity was something new and exciting.
Overall Rewarding + Relieving.

Contact

rishabketandoshi@gmail.com



Wooqer
8.89,IT

Rohit John Joseph

Selection Procedure

The first round was a written test testing C aptitude skills predominantly(I think 45 questions in 60
minutes).There were general aptitude questions as well,but not as many as in other first round tests
of other companies. They shortlisted 12 for the second round which was a coding test(written), two
questions in 75 minutes (First was to find the next greatest element in an array in optimal time and
second was to find a missing number in array having numbers from 1 to N in optimal time, the catch
being that the numbers are in binary, not sorted of course, and you're given access to only bit of the
element at a time) and after this 6 were selected for the final interview which was combination of
Tech+HR (mainly HR).

Preparation

I used the websites geeksforgeeks and techpreparation mainly. If you have time and want to hone
your coding skills, Cracking the Coding Interview by Gayle Laakman is a good book, and I think
people have been asked questions from this in some interviews but I personally don't think its
required for internships. Geeksforgeeks has a set of around 28 practice tests, each of around 4
questions each, do these as these are the conglomeration of all random C facts which you would
have never heard about(at least I hadn't :P). Techpreparation.com and indiabix.com have a good set
of aptitude questions.

General Tips

First round is all about speed. They ask you C aptitude(know pointer manipulation inside out) and
general aptitude so make sure you time yourself when you practice for these tests. Geeksforgeeks
and indiabix have these section wise questions(Arrays,strings etc) so if you feel you're weak in any of
these areas this is a good place to learn. Sometimes the second round is an interview,sometimes its
a coding test. If its the latter, it is again all about speed so if you're into competitive programming
you're in luck! I am not but I do recommend all of you go to either Codechef or Hackerrank, just to
get a feel of the environment,how your solutions are accepted by the online compiler etc. The
questions are really not that hard its just about how quick you are. Many of my batch mates
prepared using the algorithms and DS section on geeksforgeeks and apparently a lot of questions
came directly from concepts there, but ya again I didn't do it so its not like its a necessity. In
interviews you are mainly asked about Data Structures, although some do ask you basics of
Networks and OS.

Overall Experience



Yes very tiring but worth it once you get it! Be positive and don't lose heart if you mess up a test
initially,because a lot of companies come. Everyone has a bad day, just don't let it get to you :)  Feel
free to mail me on the email id given if you have any queries. All the best!

Contact

rohitjjoseph@gmail.com



Qualcomm
8.11,CSE

Rohit Varkey Thankachan

Selection Procedure

Online apti round - Had 3 sections - Normal aptitude questions, Programming Basics (C/C++
Aptitude), Computer Science (Trees, OS, COA, etc). 6 people shortlisted for interviews. 1 technical
round - Questions almost fully based on resume. Very focused on projects done and skills written.
Very short. 15 mins or so. 1 HR Round - 10 mins. The usual questions. Why you want to work for
Qualcomm a hardware company etc etc. Very chilled out HR.

Preparation

Didnt really prepare or anything. I had worked for Technites for Engineer 13 and the projects I had
done for that really helped me in the interviews (both HR and Tech).

General Tips

Chill out. Only write stuff in your resume that you know about. Use Linux. Sell yourself and your
projects. Show enthu. Try and learn about the company before HR rounds. :P Chill out.

Overall Experience

Good. The interviews were "short and sweet". No crazy puzzles and stuff. Straightforward and the
interviewers were nice.

Contact

rohitvarkey@gmail.com



Fidelity Investments
8.72,IT

S Ashish Bharadwaj

Selection Procedure

First round : general aptitude and c aptitude quiz for one hour  Second round : two programming
questions involving basic data structures and algorithms  Third round : tech interview, in depth
discussion on projects undertaken and also touched upon all subjects covered through the year
Fourth round : HR interview

Preparation

Geeksforgeeks is the place to go

General Tips

Data structures and operating systems most important

Overall Experience

Comfortable

Contact

ashishbs7@gmail.com



Texas Instruments
8.66,IT

Shravan Karthik

Selection Procedure

Online aptitute test, technical interview, HR interview

Preparation

Geeksforgeeks - C aptitude Indiabix.com - general aptitude questions and puzzles  Glassdoor.com -
to view all information about the company.

General Tips

For the online aptitude test sufficient time is provided, review your answers to ensure they are right.
Know your résumé well, a lot of the questions are on the projects / internships you worked on
previously. Read up about the company

Overall Experience

Satisfying

Contact

shravan1994@gmail.com



Qualcomm
8.4,ECE

Shreyas Jain

Selection Procedure

Just like other core EC companies, we had an online test based on basic Analog & Digital electronics.
A few students were shortlisted based on the results of the online test.  The next round was a
personal interview. Two interviewers conducted my interview questioning about basic & few tricky
concepts in Analog & Digital respectively. I was also asked a few easy aptitude questions to test my
thinking & reasoning ability.  The last round was a HR round which is just a formality. Students who
were technically good were shortlisted for this round. And almost everyone who makes it to this
round gets selected.

Preparation

I just brushed through all the basic concepts of electronics that I had learnt. I referred my 2nd P.U
electronics text book, AE & DE notes. I took up few online mock tests & practiced a few aptitude
questions too. Here's the links for few of those :  http://www.allaboutcircuits.com/
http://www.indiabix.com/digital-electronics/questions-and-answers/
http://www.indiabix.com/online-test/digital-electronics-test/ http://www.quora.com/What-are-the-
standard-puzzles-asked-in-programming-interviews

General Tips

Be confident when you take up the test. Don't worry about the further rounds. Concentrate only on
the online test preparation because you'll indirectly be preparing for your interviews through these.
And after the test, try to figure out the mistakes you did because the interview will be based on the
concepts you went wrong in the test & your projects.   And HR round needs no preparation. Just be
bold and confident and tell the HR that you don't have any plans of higher studies( with a suitable
reason). You'll get the offer :P  Another important aspect is your Resume, don't lie in ur resume. Let
it be short and precise and try not to boast about yourself in it.

Overall Experience

This phase of internships is a very disheartening period. There's a lot of luck involved in getting an
intern. Don't breakdown if you don't qualify for a company. Stay strong and prepare better for the
future oppurtunities. In the end, all your efforts will definitely be rewarded. All the Best ! \m/

Contact

shreyasjinadatta@gmail.com



Fidelity Investments
8.65,IT

SIDDHARTH JAIN

Selection Procedure

2 written tests. First one being based on Logical Reasoning and second one on coding. This was
followed by either 2 or 1 interviews.

Preparation

Just basic revision of Data Structures and algorithm. Going through maths of 11th and 12th might
help.

General Tips

Be calm, confident, read a little about company before going in.

Overall Experience

Rewarding

Contact

sid.j1501@gmail.com



Morgan Stanley
9.14,IT

Siddharth P Ramakrishnan

Selection Procedure

Morgan Stanley had around 3 rounds to select their candidates. The first round was about 2 hours
long and it consisted of two sections : Aptitude and Programming. The aptitude section composed of
general aptitude as well as C aptitude. The programming section had 3 questions which needed to
be done in an hour. Once this round came to an end, 6 candidates were shortlisted for the
interviews. The first interview was a technical interview which predominately covered questions on
data structures and Operating Systems.   The second round was an HR interview (don't
underestimate this!). The questions were really difficult to answer and it really requires you to think
on your feet. The HR person showed no emotion and tried to do things such as pulling his hair,
stretching his arms and so on, in order to throw me off. The key is to stay calm and confident, I
suppose. (I'm not really sure how I managed to get through this, to be honest.)

Preparation

1) Data Structures and Algorithms Made Easy by Karumanchi. 2) Let us C - Yashwant Kanetkar 3) Test
your C skills- Yashwant Kanetkar 4) www.geeksforgeeks.org/ 5) www.indiabix.com

General Tips

Don't just sit for a company without going through the kind of job it is offering. Be clear in what you
want to do and apply for those companies only. The summer will be long and fruitless if you get a job
in something that you never really wanted to do to begin with.  Don't underestimate the aptitude
section. Keep practicing and improving your speed and problem solving capabilities. Good time
management will give you that little burst to reach the finish line before the others.   Practice some
problems on websites such as Codechef or HackerRank. You can learn some valuable optimization
techniques which will come in handy in coding rounds and tech interviews as the panel, generally,
looks for neat and optimized code. It will also give you an idea on how to work in these coding
environments. HackerRank is usually used as the platform by companies for the coding rounds, so
you don't have to waste time in looking for things if you've used it before.  As far as the interviews
are concerned, stay calm and collected and always back yourself. Always remember that it should be
you who is controlling the interview and not the interviewer. Your chances don't come crashing
down if you don't get an answer or two. Try to talk to your interviewer and let him/her know how
you're approaching the problem.

Overall Experience

The interviews went on till 10 pm, so it was exhausting and till the results came out, it was nerve-
wracking. Looking back at it now, it feels great to know that the hard work paid off. Very rewarding
and relieving.



Contact

sid.tiger183@gmail.com



Microsoft
8.79,CS

Sriram Rao

Selection Procedure

The first round had a set of questions (like giving the output of a program) related to CS. The second
round was the coding round. It had two questions to be answered in one hour. The third was a
written round where we had to write the code for a common question. Then, there were three
rounds of interviews. Each round was roughly the same: two technical questions and about 20-30
minutes long.

Preparation

I did not specifically prepare before the selection procedure.

General Tips

Getting through the initial rounds involves knowing the simple things well. In the interviews,
questions are (obviously) slightly harder, but we're also given time to think about the solution. It's
also probably better to think aloud, when you're getting somewhere with the solution because your
thought process is important to the interviewers too.

Overall Experience

During the interview was slightly stressful. Waiting between interview rounds was tiring. Overall
rewarding.

Contact

sriram.rao04@gmail.com



Fidelity
9.51,IT

Sudeep S

Selection Procedure

TWO ROUNDS OF TECH INTERVIEW AND THEN ONE PERSONAL INTERVIEW

Preparation

INDIABIX.COM DSA FROM CORMEN

General Tips

PREPARE WELL FOR DSA LINKED LIST ,TRESS  AND QUESTIONS ON  STRINGS

Overall Experience

VERY HECTIC BUT WAS A GOOD EXPERIENCE

Contact

saisudeep1994@gmail.com



Wooqer
9.31,IT

Vandhana C

Selection Procedure

The first round was a written one. We were given 60 min. All the questions were MCQs with no
negative marking. It was mainly based on C and aptitude. Time management was very important.
The second round was also a written one. We were given 75 min for 2 questions. Both the questions
were on arrays. They were not very hard but you had to think.  The last round was an interview. It
was mainly a HR round with just one tech question. They asked me to optimize the code which I had
written in my second round and asked me general questions like 'Why Wooqer?' etc.

Preparation

Geeksforgeeks helped me a lot. A few questions in my first round were directly taken from there.
One question in my second round was also taken from there.

General Tips

To clear the written rounds, solve a lot of aptitude as well as output questions. Practise
programming questions as well. It is very important to stay calm during the interviews. They do not
expect us to answer all the questions. They mainly focus on our thought process and how we
approach the problem. So tell them what you are thinking even if you are not sure about it. They do
not look at only the technical skills. They give equal importance to the soft skills as well. So, be
confident and honest.

Overall Experience

On the whole, I had a great experience. It was a tiring process but at the end of the day, it was worth
it.

Contact

comandur.vandhana@gmail.com



Fidelity Investments
8.86,IT

VINAY RAO D

Selection Procedure

1st round was a written round. It had 30 mcqs and the duration was 1 hour. Questions were based
on general aptitude and basic c,java. 2nd round was a coding round and consisted of two questions.
They were similar to codechef questions. 3rd round was the technical interview. It was not very hard
and hints were provided for tough questions. The last round was the HR round.

Preparation

geeksforgeeks.org, Cracking the coding interview.

General Tips

Be strong with your basics.

Overall Experience

Rewarding

Contact

vinayraod@gmail.com


